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Advice to Help Ride out Market Volatility 
Below is a summary whitepaper from Baird’s Director of Financial Planning, Time Steffen, CPA/PFS, CFP®, CPWA®  

 

One certainty in investing is that markets rarely go straight up. While we know market volatility is a given, extreme market 

moves – the big declines that can approach or exceed the 20% drop that typically defines a bear market – can be unsettling for 

many investors.    

 
While markets go down, they also can stage powerful recoveries. “Some of the strongest single-day rallies tend to occur within 
down-trends,” Steffen said. “It is important to be aware of the overall market environment and take steps to manage risk 
proactively rather than in a reactive fashion when emotions and fears can overwhelm perspective.” 
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    There is no denying it, the market has once again shown 
its resilience as we start the 2Q2019.  Following a sizeable 
correction in the 4th quarter, approximately 19.4% we have 
seen a strong recovery to start the year (12.98%) as we write 
this newsletter.  Now, with the strong start, we are telling 
clients to consider this…  
 
The historical average annual return of the S&P 500 is 
about 10%, so we could essentially see zero gain for the 
remainder of the year and consider it a fairly good year on 
the stock market.   While we hope that isn’t the case, we 
also have to acknowledge the fact that if the market 
continued at this rate we would have a year where the 
market would be up over 48%, one of the best returns ever. 
 
While we hope we will continue to see extended growth in 
the market and feel there are several reasons we can see 
growth, the current “Weight of the Evidence” report found 
here:  http://www.rwbaird.com/news-insights/markets-
and-the-economy suggests that the market is looking for 
direction and continued volatility may be in store for the 
remainder of the year. 
 
Keeping that in mind, we thought highlighting a recent 
piece on how to manage market volatility might be 
insightful, so we hope you enjoy this quarter’s newsletter.  If 
you have any questions or comments, feel free to give us a 
call. 
 
 
 

MARKET PULSE (As of 3.31.2019) 

Index YTD 1 year 3 year 5 year 

Dow Jones Ind Avg    11.8% 10.1% 16.4% 12.2% 

S&P 500 13.6% 9.5% 13.5% 10.9% 

MSCI EAFE  10.0% (3.7%) 7.3% 2.3% 

Barclays Agg Bond  2.9% 4.5% 2.0% 2.7% 

Barclays Muni Bond  2.9% 5.4% 2.7% 3.7% 

Barclays High Yield  7.3% 5.9% 8.6% 4.7% 

FTSE 3-Mo T-Bill 0.6% 2.1% 1.2% 0.7% 
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Steffen offers the following strategies for investors concerned about ongoing market volatility: 

 

Know your emotions: Behavioral economists tell us that too many investors sell when they should buy during down markets. 
They let emotions – not reason – drive their decision-making. Studies illustrate that investors feel the pain of loss more than 
they feel the joy of a gain. “When you start to feel pressure to sell during a downturn, remind yourself of past downturns and 
the recoveries that followed,” Steffen said. “Talk to your advisor about your long-term plan and try not to let your feelings drive 
your decisions.”   
 
Use the market downturn to your advantage: While it’s difficult to predict when the market will turn, Steffen suggests using 
the power of dollar-cost averaging to your advantage. By splitting up a lump sum investment into equal parts that are invested in 
regular monthly or quarterly purchases, you buy more shares when prices are down and fewer when prices are high. 
 
Have a rebalancing plan: When one part of a portfolio outperforms another, over time that portfolio will drift away from the 
target asset allocation.  For many, though, the fix for this will seem counterintuitive – sell the parts of the portfolio that have 
outperformed and reinvest in the areas that have underperformed.  Without regular rebalancing, the portfolio can easily be 
skewed to where it has taken on more risk – or become more conservative – than what may be right for your 
situation.  Rebalancing after every move in the market isn’t appropriate, so it’s best to set a range for your target allocations, and 
only rebalance when you exceed that range. 
 
Resist the temptation to try and recover your losses all at once: Doubling down on poor investments or reaching for an 
aggressive investment that might have a higher upside (but also a lower downside) could leave you in an even worse position 
than before. Rome wasn’t built in a day; rebuilding a portfolio after a period of losses is best done with a systematic, well-
planned approach. Reaching for a home run may work sometimes, but more often than not, it leads to additional losses. 
 
Hold more cash: Holding higher-than-normal levels of cash could provide the scarcest of all resources: liquidity in periods of 
stress. By cash, we mean cash or something so similar it is indistinguishable. “Cash can give you some firepower when you need 
it most – when stocks become cheap.” 
 
Reconsider your timing: Down markets are problematic for investors approaching or just entering retirement when the 
sequence of returns risk can be significant. A downturn at the start of your retirement can draw down your portfolio, forcing 
you to sell depressed assets or seriously cut back spending. “For some approaching retirement, it may make sense to reconsider 
your financial plan and potentially cut back on riskier, or more volatile, assets. In a prolonged market decline, it may even make 
sense to continue working and delay retirement for a while to rebuild your portfolio.” 
 
Be careful with RMDs: Retirees over 70 ½ who are required to withdraw money from retirement accounts should consider 
waiting to withdraw funds until later in the year. “Waiting a few months for the volatility to pass can often make a difference.”  
 
If you really can’t sleep: If you are staying up at night over worries about losing money, it may be time to reevaluate your 
allocation to equities. “Be open and honest with your advisor. This is a sign your tolerance for risk has changed and it might be 
time to reallocate to safer, less-volatile or guaranteed investments,” Steffen said. 
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The BV Group Happenings 
 

 In February, Curt Brewer, was once again named by Forbes as one of Wisconsin Best in State Wealth Advisors.  This 

is Curt’s second year in a row and this year he was ranked at #41.  We are all incredibly proud of his accomplishments 

with our team and the support of our clients.  Please feel free to wish him congratulations.  Here is a link for more 

information: https://www.forbes.com/best-in-state-wealth-advisors/#79759f6291d1 

 

 In March, Rick Verthein was recognized by the Waukesha County Business Alliance with one of their 2019 Emerging 

Leader Awards.  The award is given to an individual under 35 that works or lives in Waukesha and has made 

significant contributions to their community.   Feel free to send him a congratulatory note.  Here is  a link for more 

information:  https://www.waukesha.org/congratulations-to-the-2019-emerging-leaders-of-waukesha-

county/ 

Future Educational Opportunities 
 
In 2018 we put together a concerted marketing effort to provide you with high quality and timely topics to share about our 
perspectives on the market, real estate, portfolio rebalancing and many more.  For 2019, we plan to continue to create not only 
more online videos, but also events, seminars and presentations to experience around managing family wealth. 
 
Our team has made a concerted effort to create a lot of content using a variety of different ways to consume content, whether 
that is video, webinars, newsletters or one on one education.  We are always looking to improve our information and streamline 
the way you receive our information, so if you have any ideas on topics or how you would like to see our updates, feel free to let 
us know.  

Upcoming Baird Wealth Strategies Calls 
 
- Baird Wealth Strategies –We will be sending invitations out to clients in targeted emails regarding topics that we feel that you might find 

interesting.  This will be done in order to avoid sending you excess email communication and keeping your inbox clean.  If however there is a 
topic you are interested or would like to know more about, please don’t hesitate to let us know.  All calls are at 12pm (CST) 

 
o April 17th   – Financial Conversations to have at Every Life Stage 

 Presented by Brian Levitt – Sr. Investment Strategist – OppenheimerFunds Inc 
 

o April 17th   – Big Ideas 2019 – Disruptive Innovation 

 Presented by TBD 
 

- Watch any previous Baird Wealth Strategy calls here:  http://www.rwbaird.com/private-wealth-
management/wealth-strategies-videos 
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